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University’s Library is a supporter of academic activities aimed at achieving learning 

objectives, organizing learning for each study program, collecting of learning strategies and 

supporting materials for learning evaluation. One of the institutions in Indonesia, especially in 

Bandung that plays this role is the Islamic University of Sunan Gunung Djati, Bandung. Islamic 

University of Sunan Gunung Djati’s Library facilitates for students with library that have the 

vision of "Towards Superior and Competitive Smart Library 2025 in ASEAN" it mission is to 

develop Islamic and scientific library based on smart technology, providing services with the 

development of information technology. Smart Library is a concept that integrates four aspect 

including Smart Place, Smart Governance, Smart Service, and Smart People (Schöpfel, 2018). 

Smart place is the concept of smart living that relies on smart technology for environmental 

sustainability in saving energy (towards the green library), it is related to the existence of smart 

services in the library. Smart governanceis  related to internet networks or information 

technology applications in a single center that can connect all users and a facility that uses a 

particular system. Smart services related to the use of hardware and software to support library 

facilities, including the use of wireless, RFID, and mobile devices that can be associated with 

technological facilities, one of which is developing self service in libraries. Smart people refer 

to users both library users and librarians who are able to adapt in using technology such as 

utilization in the use of a single account and alert system. Of the four Smart Library concepts, 

the new UIN Library meets the concepts of smart people, smart services, and smart governance. 

UIN Sunan Gunung Djati Library has provided an online polling system to find out renewable 

information. The online book renewal system, and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) 

which is designed in the form of a bank card that is used for data scanners when entering the 

library also has self service facilities especially for checking, borrowing, and returning. 

Meanwhile, the smart service has not been fully met as an example of the use of lockers that 

do not have technological security. Meanwhile, in the smart place, green library achievements 

have not yet been realized. 
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